This paper presents the system issues involved with the transmission of pre-encoded VBR MPEG video using CBR service. Conventional wisdom suggests that lossless delivery of VBR video using CBR service requires bandwidth to be reserved at the peak rate resulting in low bandwidth utilization. We calculate the minimum rat,e at which bandwidth must be reserved on a network in order to provide continuous playback of an MPEG encoded video bitstream. Simulation results using the frame size traces from several pre-encoded MPEG bitstreams and several buffer sizes demonstrate that this "minimum reservation rate" is much lower than the peak rate when a modest playback buffer size is used, resulting in much higher bandwidth utilization. Procedures for performing connection setup and lossless realtime video playback between the video server and the client are outlined. Methods for incorporating VCR-like features such as "pause" and "fast forward/reverse" for Video-on-Demand (VoD) applications are presented.
Introduction
With the large scale deployment of Broadband ISDN, digital video is foreseen to become an increasingly important type of network traffic. Much of this digital video traffic is expected to comply to the MPEG video compression standard [5] . Most MPEG compliant video coder-decoders (codecs) produce either Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or Variable Bit Rate (VBR) streams. CBR codecs keep the output bit rate constant by changing the amount of discarded video information in each frame', thus producing video with frame-to-frame quality variations. Allocating network resources €or CBR video transmission is very easy since the bit rate does not change. VBR video codecs produce constant-quality video by keeping the amount of discarded video information in each frame constant; however, VBR streams may require the output bit rate to change from frame to frame which increases network resource allocation complexity. Frame-to-frame rate variations with VBR MPEG video may be very high, up to an order of magnitude, due to video content as well as the type of frame in an MPEG sequence.' Adaptive rate controlling techniques change the rate of the codec (and the quality of the resulting video) based on the network resources available [9, lo] . Most of these adaptive techniques require realtime encoding which may be very computation intensive if mot,ion compensated prediction is used to reduce temporal redundancies in MPEG's P-frames and B-frames.
In order to avoid loss of pre-encoded VBR MPEG bitstream data, the network provider can simply allocate bandwidth equivalent to the peak rate, which is the maximum frame size divided by the frame period. While peak-rate bandwidth allocation is very simple, it wastes bandwidth. Alternatively, bandwidth can be dynamically allocated during each frame interval, which results in high bandwidth utilization, but the frequent rate changes may make network resource allocation more difficult.
"Piecewise-constant bandwidth scheduling" [3] can be used for delivery of pre-encoded video with known playback buffer size. It breaks a long MPEG sequence into several short segments and calculates a constant bandwidth required during each segment such that the playback buffer does not overflow or underflow. Network resource allocation is simplified because the number of rate changes is reduced. This method can achieve high bandwidth utilization; however, it does not work well for Video-on-Demand applications which give the user Temproal Access Control (TAC) with VCR-like features such as "pause" "fast forward", and "fast reverse" because these features shift the time base of the movie. Since bandwidth is reserved for each segment, and each segment is associated with a particular time interval, bandwidth needs to be re-scheduled and re-reserved when there is a shift in the time base.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks are de-'MPEG defines three frame types: I, P, and B. Predicted P-frames are usually smaller than Intra coded I-frames and larger than Bidirectionally interpolated B-frames. [8] . AALl and AAL2 have been designed for connection oriented, delay-sensitive, CBR traffic and VBR traffic, respectively. This paper considers the delivery of pre-encoded VBR MPEG bitstreams using AAlLl (CBR service), which provides circuit emulation. AALl is easier for the network to schedule and is better defined at this time than AAL2. Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees for CBR service specify the transmission rate, the average transmission delay, the maximum jitter and the cell loss probability. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the minimum reservation rate and presents a system model for delivery of an MPEG bitstream from a video server to an MPEG decoder through a network and video playback buffer. Section 3 uses frame size traces from several MPEG bitstreams to demonstrate the tradeoff between the minimum reservation rate and the playback buffer size.
Section 4 details resource management procedures for connection establishment and interactive video playback. Section 5 concludes.
System Model
The system model consists of a video server, an ATM network, a playback buffer, and an MPEG decoder as shown in Figure 1 . The ith frame of a pre-encoded MPEG bitstream has ai bits (i = 1 , 2 , ..., n), where n is the number of frames in the movie. The bitstream is decoded at a rate of l / r frames The video server requests R* bits/sec from the network.
The network's Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithm accepts or rejects the request based on the available resources. If the connection is accepted, the ATM network will provide CBR service with guaranteed transmission rate R* bits/second, average delay D seconds and maximum delay jitter A seconds. Here we assume lossless transmission since the cell loss probability due to buffer overflow is zero for CBR service and the probability of cell loss due to transmission error is negligibly small. To simplify network resource management, it is assumed that bandwidth can not be renegotiated once a connection is set up.
The rate at which data is received by the playback buffer during the ith frame interval is thie buffer znput rate, I,. This is also the rate at which the server sends out data during
It is calculated using the algorithm presented in [a] and is the highest feasible rate which does not cause the playback buffer to overflow and does not exceed the negotiated bandwidth (2.e. I, 5 R* for all i). Therefore, although R* bits/second are reserved on the network, the actual rate at which data is transmitted is sometimes less than R', causing some of the reserved bandwidth to be unutilized3. The reserved but unused bandwidth could be made available to transmit Available Bit Rate (ABR) traffic, if any. for the minimum reservation rate is defined in [6] as follows. Given a feasible R* with b ( 0 ) = B p , find the smallest value b* such that R* is still feasible with b(0) = b'. In order to reduce the initial playback delay, the "minimum buffer pre-load" is calculated using the algorithm presented in [2] .
per second, where r seconds is the frame period.
T,, the time interval for each frame i, is constant since the 3 The Minimum ]&servation Rate for an MPEG bjitstream frame rate of video remains constant, (i.e. Ti = T for all i).
The decoder removes ai bits of the MPEG bitstream from the playback buffer during the ith frame interval,
The minimum reservation rate, R* bits/sec, is the minimum rate at which bandwidth must be reserved in the ATM network to ensure that the playback buffer does not starve (or underflow). It is precomputed for a small number of buffer sizes B p based on the frame sizes of the pre-encoded bitstream and stored in a lookup table. The proof for computing R* is detailed and a computationally efficient algorithm is presented in [6] , which shows that
The frame size traces from several 10,000 frame MPEG bitstreams [7] were used to evaluate the tradeoff between the size of the playback buffer, B p , and the minimum reservation rate, R*. The amount of computation required for solving the problem was reduced by using the "I-frame only" method which is detailed in [a] . The buffer sizes are evaluated at Bp = lo4 * 2k bits where k = 0,1,2, ..., 13. The MPEG-1 encoder parameters are shown in Table 1 . 'The statistics for each bitstream are shown in Figure 1 : System model for video-server application Table 1 : MPEG bitstream encoder parameters of lo4 * 2'' bits (about 1.3 Megabytes) is used, the bandwidth utilization for the "News" , "Jurrassic Park", and "Star Wars" bitstreams are above 95%, while "MTV" and "James Bond" have bandwidth utilization above 66%. The minimum reservation rute and bandwidth utilization for all playback buffer sizes are shown in Figure 2 , which uses a semi-log scale. Figure 2 shows the minimum reservation rute is much lower than the peak rate when a modest playback buffer size is used, resulting in much higher bandwidth utilization.
Procedures for Resource Management
This section presents procedures that can be used to design communication protocols between the video server, the network, and the client. The "connection establishment" procedure negotiates acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) for the movie selected. The "video playback" procedure guarantees contjnuous video playback as long as the QoS is guaranteed. The video server calculates the output rates by simulating an undelayed version of the playback buffer occupancy. The actual playback buffer occupancy is a delayed version of the simulated buffer occupancy since the simulated playback buffer occupancy does not account for network delay, which is guaranteed to be constant (within the bounds of the delay jitter). The simulated and actual playba,ck buffers become out of synchronization when interactive TAC features such as "pause", "fast forward", and "fast reverse" are used. The "pause" procedure details how the simulated and actual buffers can be synchronized in order to avoid playback buffer overflow or underflow when playback is resumed. The "fast forward/reverse" procedure shows how the structure of MPEG can be used to skip frames, how the reserved bandwidth can be fully exploited, and how to resynchronize the simulated and actual playback buffers when playback is resumed. The network delay, D, affects only the initial playback delay and the playback delay due interactive TAC features.
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Video Connection Establishment
The client requests a movie and informs the video server of the actual playback buffer size, B p .
If the video server is overloaded and can not accommodate the request, the request is immediately rejected.
The video server looks up the pre-computed minimum reservation rute, R', from the table based on kp, the largest playback buffer size that does not exceed Bp.
The maximum allowable jitter is calculated:
The video server requests R' bits/second with maximum jitter Amax from the network. will m2st likely increase faster than the denominator when Bp is decreased and R* is increased. The new R*
and Amax are negotiated with the network.
8. If the network cannot satisfy the bandwid!;h requirement, the network rejects the video server's request and the video server rejects the client's request,
Video Playback
1. The video server calculates the minimum buffer preload, bo, and informs the client. In order to minimize the playback delay, bo data is sent at the maximum rate R* 2. When the client receives 60 data, it begins playing back the movie which removes ai bits from the playback buffer during the ith frame interval.
3.
The video server simulates the playback buffer occupancy and sends data at rate Ii, which is the largest transmission rate possible for the ith time interval such that the simulated playback buffer does not overflow.
4.3
Video "pause" and "resume play"
1. When the user presses "pause", the client stops decoding successive frames and notifies the video server of the frame being displayed. Since video data are still in transit, the client buffer continues to fill (and may overflow since video data are not being removed from the buffer).
2. Once the video server recleives the "pause" message, it finishes sending the current frame but does not begin sending the next frame uintil a "resume play" signal is received.
3.
When the user presses "resume play", the client notifies the video server of the last completely received frame and the buffer occupancy inclusive of all completely received frames.
4.
The client removes all incompletely received frames from the buffer.
5. Upon receiving the "resume play" signal, the server updates the buffer occupancy and resumes playback. The first frame sent is a tagg,ed version of the next frame which the client has not completely received. Tagging the first frame is necessary in order to distinguish it from the duplicate frame which may be in transit at the time "resume play" is pressed.
6. The client resumes video playback immediately upon receiving the beginning of the tagged frame. The calculated and actual buffers atre resynchronized.
Video "Fast Forwrard/Reverse"
Since MPEG video coding uses both interframe and intraframe coding techniques, fast forward and fast reverse can be performed by displaying only intra-coded I-frames successively, thereby skipping B-frames and P-frames. The "speed" of the fast forward and reverse is determined by the number of I frames that are skipped. The video playback procedure guarantees continuous video playback when R' bitslsecond are reserved; however, continuous playback is not guaranteed for "fast forward/reverse" , which change the frame playback sequence. Since I-frames are typically much larger than Pframes or B-frames, and since the negotiated maximum rate at which data can be sent is R* bits/sec, it may be necessary to substantially reduce the rate at which I-frames are displayed.
The "fast forward" procedure, detailed below, attempts to minimize the playback delay when "resume play" is pressed by not re-sending I-frames which are already in the playback buffer. This method may require complicated playback buffer menlory management since frames are sent out of order. A simpler method, not detailed, is to empty the playback buffer when "resume play" is pressed, then resume playback by sending all frames in order. This simpler method, which increases playback delay, may be used for "fast forward" but must be used 1.
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for "fast reverse" since the playback direction changes.
When the user presses "fast forward", the client skips to and successively displays all completely received Iframes, discarding all P-frames and B-frames. The video server is notified of the last displayed I-frame number and the number of I-frames to skip.
Once the video server receives the "fast forward" message, it sends I-frames at the maximum allowable rate, R* bits/second. Although when only I-frames are sent, buffer underflow is much more likely than buffer overflow, buffer overflow may be prevented by adjusting the transmission rate as is done during video playback.
The client displays the 1-frames as they are received. The rate at which frames are displayed will most likely drop because the rate required to continuously display successive I-frames at the normal frame rate would most likely require more than R* bits/second. Although the frame rate drops, the apparent playback speed can be increased by increasing the number of skipped I-frames.
When "resume play" is pressed, the client. sends the video server the frame number of the currently displayed I-frame and the frame number of the last completely received I-frame currently in the playback buffer.
When the video server receives the "resume play" signal, it sends the client a new minimum buffer preload value, which is adjusted to ref,& the I-frames already in the playback buffer. The number of I-frames to keep are also sent.
Upon receiving the minimum buffer preload value and the number of I frames to keep, the client clears any unnecessary I-frames from the buffer.
Since the I-frames are already in the playback buffer, only the remaining P-frames and B-frames are sent at rate R* until dat,a equivalent to the minimum buffer preload has been sent. The video server then resumes sending video data at rate I;.
Movie playback resumes when the client playback buffer
receives video data equivalent to the minimum buffer preload.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrated how pre-encoded VBR MPEG video can be efficiently and losslessly transmitted using CBR service for Video-on-Demand applications. When the MPEG bitstream frame sizes and the playback buffer sizes are known, the manamum reservation rate can be calculated. When a modest playback buffer size is used, the manamum reservataon rate has been shown to be much lower than the peak rate, resulting in much higher bandwidth utilization. Resource management procedures for connection setup, video playback, and VCR-like features have been outlined to assist in implementation and protocol design. Our future research in this area may involve implementation of this method on our ATM network test bed.
